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Abstract
In this paper, we study the problem of designing the power and number of cooperative node
(CN) in the cooperation phase to maximize the average throughput for secondary user (SU),
under the constraint of the total cooperation and transmission power. We first investigate the
scheme of cooperative spectrum sensing without a separated control channel. Then, we prove
that there indeed exist an optimal CN power when the number of CNs is fixed and an optimal
CN number when CN power is fixed. The case without the constraints of the power and
number of CN is also studied. Finally, numerical results demonstrate the characteristics and
existences of optimal CN power and number. Meanwhile, Monte Carlo simulation results
match to the theoretical results well.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing popularity of wireless devices, wireless networks have experienced
rapid growth. The traditional approach of fixed spectrum allocation to licensed networks leads
to spectrum under-utilization. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) reported that
temporal and spatial variations in the utilization of the assigned spectrum range from
15%－85%. This motivates the concept of cognitive radio that allows secondary user (SU) to
opportunistically exploit under-utilized spectrum [1].
In order to exploit the under-utilized licensed spectrum efficiently in cognitive radio
networks, SU is required to sense the licensed spectrum before transmissions and detect any
possible activities of primary user (PU). If PU is occupying the spectrum, SU should defer its
transmissions. The performance of spectrum sensing depends heavily on the signal strength at
SU. Meanwhile, there also exists the hidden terminal problem which makes the detection for
the primary activity lost so that PU suffers from interference by SU. Hence, the spectrum
sensing and hidden terminal problems are two major challenges in the development of
cognitive radio [2]. To improve the accuracy of spectrum sensing in a fading environment and
alleviate the hidden terminal problem, cooperative spectrum sensing [3-6] has been presented.
In cooperative spectrum sensing, multiple cooperative nodes (CNs) sense the spectrum
independently, and send sensing results to SU, which will make the final detection on whether
there are PU’ activity in the sensing channel. [7] studied the spectrum sharing between
cognitive radio system and digital broadcasting services using wireless link based on Global
communication channel. It aimed to enhance the spectrum sensing and geolocation database
spectrum sharing. In [8], the power allocation between SU and PU was proposed to maximize
the sum rate. It considered the mutual effect between SU and PU.
In recent years, there are many studies dedicated to the researches on cooperative spectrum
sensing. Cooperative spectrum sensing with multiple CNs was presented in [3-6], and [6]
proposed a practical algorithm which allows cooperation between SUs. [9] analyzed the
cooperative diversity to quantify the gain of cooperation performance in spectrum sensing, and
different diversity quantities in different system performance metrics were also analyzed. [2]
assumed that the spectrum sensing was replaced by separated sensing devices, and a new
cognitive cycle was proposed. The problem of optimal location of separated sensing devices
was studied for single-user and multi-user cases. These studies all assumed that sensing results
of CNs were transmitted over an ideal channel from CNs to SU, i.e., prefect reporting channel,
which is impractical in the real environment.
In [10], an optimal linear cooperation framework for spectrum sensing was proposed to
accurately detect the weak primary signal. It assumed that the sensing results of CNs were
transmitted with amplify-and-forward over a nonideal fading channel to a fusion center where
they were combined to generate an estimate of the primary activities. The optimal power
allocation strategies were then considered for different classes of cognitive radio systems. The
objective of [10] is to maximize detection probability while satisfying a requirement on false
alarm probability, rather than considering the average throughput for SU. Moreover, in order
to obtain the optimal combining weight vector, the instantaneous channel state information
must be available, which is difficult in practice.
Conventionally, the probabilities of miss-detection and false alarm are used to evaluate the
performance of spectrum sensing. However, many pervious works mainly focused on how to
improve the performance of spectrum or compromises the probabilities of miss-detection and
false alarm, but ignored the relationship between spectrum sensing and transmission.
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Specifically, the performance of spectrum sensing will make a great impact on SU
transmission. When SU wrongly senses that the licensed channel that is being used by PU is
available, it will transmit and interfere to PU transmission. Accordingly, SU and PU will
interfere with each other so that both transmissions are unsuccessful. Hence, the relationship
between spectrum sensing and transmission should be considered seriously in practical
systems [11].
As we know that CNs send the sensing results to SU through the report channel, namely
control channel, in traditional cooperative spectrum sensing scheme. Generally, the control
channel is always a separated channel for sending the sensing results of CNs. Accordingly, the
separated control channel is at the expense of utilization efficiency. In this paper, we propose a
simple handshake between CNs and SU without a separated control channel, which improve
the spectrum efficiency and is easy to implement.
The key contribution of this paper lies in formulation and optimization of tradeoff between
spectrum sensing and transmission. We formulate the tradeoff between spectrum sensing and
transmission by maximizing the average throughput of SU. Firstly, we consider the
fundamental problem of designing the optimal cooperation power of CN to maximize the
average throughput for SU, under the constraints of CN number and the total cooperation and
transmission power, where only the mean channel gain information is available. Then, the
optimal number of CNs is also considered when the CN power is given. Finally, the
optimization problem without the constraints of CN power and number is investigated.
The most difference from our pervious work [11] is that [11] considered the mean channel
gains between CNs and SU are different from each other. Different channel gains would result
in the occurrence of CN selection. Meanwhile, the fraction of total power should also satisfy
some requirements on the spectrum sensing performance. In this paper, we study the
fundamental optimization problem for CN power and number through maximizing the average
throughput of SU, and focus on the case where all the mean channel gains are the same.
Through analyzing the optimal CN power and number, we can obtain some fundamental
characteristic in different cases, which can provide some directions in the design of cognitive
radio system.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system model is introduced and
formulations of cooperation and transmission phases are investigated. In Section 3, we study
the optimization problem of power allocation and node selection for cooperation and
transmission in different cases. The numerical results are presented and discussed in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. System Model
2.1 Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
We consider a cognitive radio network where cooperative spectrum sensing is implemented by
multiple CNs. These CNs can be other SUs or separated sensing devices. To make the scenario
concrete, we consider a typical secondary link consisting of a secondary transmitter (ST) and a
secondary receiver (SR) in the cognitive radio network, as depicted in Fig.1 [11].
With cooperative spectrum sensing, CNs sense spectrum independently and send the
sensing results to ST, which will make the final decision on whether PU is occupying the
channel or not. In order to reduce the cooperation overhead, CNs only report their final 1-bit
hard decisions (i.e., idle or occupied) rather than actual measurements. This motivates a
simple handshake between CNs and ST without a separated control channel: CN sends a
beacon signal to ST for handshake through the sensing channel when it assumes the channel is
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idle; otherwise, CNs will keep silence. ST will make the final decision based on whether
receives the beacon signal from CNs or not. If ST detects the beacon signal from CNs, it will
decide that the channel is available and transmit over it; otherwise, ST decides that the channel
is occupied by PU and can not be used for transmission.
We assume both PU and SU are with a synchronous frame structure, and the frame structure
for cognitive radio network consists of sensing phase, cooperation phase and transmission
phase. The lengths of cooperation phase and transmission phase are denoted as t1 and t2 ,
respectively. In this paper, we focus on the power allocation problem among CNs and ST
during the cooperation and transmission phases, and ignore the effect of different phases’
lengths. Thus, the frame structure of cognitive radio network is assumed to be known as prior,
namely t1 and t2 are fixed.

Fig. 1. The processes of cooperation phase and transmission phase [11].

2.2 Formulations of the Average Throughput for SU
Let hi denotes the instantaneous channel power gain (the amplitude square of the instantaneous
channel gain) between CN i and ST, and keeps constant during the cooperation phase. It is
assumed that the channel power gain hi is an exponential random variable with mean mi .
Without loss of generality, the noise variance is normalized to 1.
For cooperative spectrum sensing scheme, when CNs sense the channel and it is idle, CN
will send signals to ST for the handshake. At ST, it applies the optimal signal processing and
combining the received signals from n CNs, and the received SNR  at ST is
n

   pi hi ,

(1)

i 1

where pi denotes the power of CN i , hi is an exponential random variable with mean mi , i.e.,
the probability density function (PDF) of hi is
h

1  mii
e .
(2)
mi
We use false alarm probability to evaluate the performance of spectrum sensing. False
alarm means when channel is sensed idle by CNs, then CNs send signal to ST, but ST does not
detect CNs signal and decides the channel is occupied. Accordingly, the channel opportunity
for ST will be lost.
f  hi  
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We assume that SNR-based detection is adopted in ST since it is one of the most common
methods. SNR-base detection is tractable for theoretical analysis and can be implemented
easily in practical systems [12]. Note that the length of cooperation phase t1 has no effect on the
detection performance of SNR-based detector, thus we can ignore the effect of t1 . The
SNR-based detection mainly reflects the effect of the transmitted power and random channel
rather than detection time. For other detection methods, the cooperation phase length may
have an effect on the detection performance. For instance, matched filter and cyclostationary
detection are sensitive to detection time. Even though the detection time has an effect on the
detection performance, when cooperation phase time is fixed, the effect of CN transmitted
power on detection performance will be dominating. Thus, the optimization process in this
paper can also be suitable for other detection methods. For the SNR-based detection scheme
[13],  denotes the detection threshold at ST, false alarm is said to occur if the received
SNR    , and the false alarm probability can be defined as
Pf  Pr     Pr





pi hi   .

n
i 1

(3)

We assume that with independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) fading channels, namely
mi  m , the cooperation power is split equally among CNs. Thus, we have pi  p0 . Applying
characteristic functions and partial fraction techniques, the PDF of the received SNR at ST can
be derived as below [12][13]:
f   

 n 1



 mp0   n  1!
n

e


mp0

,

(4)

d .

(5)

Hence, false alarm probability is expressed as


Pf  Pr       f  d 
0







0

n 1



 mp0   n  1!
n

e


mp0



i

1     mp0
  i n 
e
i !  mp0 
and channel available probability Pa for ST can be denoted as


i



i




1     mp0 n 1 1     mp0
.
(6)
Pa  1  Pf  1   
 
e
e
i  n i !  mp0 
i 0 i !  mp0 
Denote C as the throughput of secondary pair when ST detects the cooperation signal
successfully and transmits in transmission phase. Let ps be ST transmitted power,
h instantaneous channel power gain between ST transmitter and receiver, and  2 the noise
power. Then C can be formulated as

 hp 
C  t2 log2  1  2s  .
(7)
 

Note that SNR-based detection is adopted at ST, thus the probability of the miss-detection
caused by the external noise can be ignored. In addition, when miss-detection occurs, i.e., ST
wrongly assumes the channel is free, both SU and PU transmissions will coexist and interfere
with each other. Consequently, the transmissions for both SU and PU will be unsuccessful. We
can conclude that the occurrence of miss-detection does not affect SU throughput. Therefore,
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we only consider the impact of false alarm probability on SU throughput in the transmission
phase. From (6)(7), we have the average throughput (R) for SU denoted as
i



 hp  n 1 1     mp0
.
R  CPa  t2 log2  1  2s   i 0 
e
 
i !  mp0 


(8)

3. Optimization of CN Power and Number
In wireless communication, the energy in terminals is precious resource [14]. As a whole
secondary network, we consider the cooperation-throughput tradeoff under the constraint of
the total cooperation and transmission power is fixed. It is reason to assume the constraint of
the total power since CNs and ST can be considered as a whole system. In the secondary
network, the throughput for SU is related with the performance of cooperation phase. In this
section, we study the fundamental tradeoff [15][16] between cooperation and average
throughput. Using cooperative diversity and SNR-based detection scheme, we will prove that
there exists the optimal transmission power of CN when the number of CNs is fixed and the
optimal node number when the transmission power of CN is fixed. The optimization without
the constraints of CN power and number is also considered.
3.1 Optimal CN Power with Fixed CN Number
In this part, we consider the optimization of CN power with the given number of CNs.
Let E be the total energy for the whole cognitive network in once cooperation and
transmission, and n be the number of CNs which is fixed. Obviously, from (6), we know that
since (6) is monotonically increasing function of CN power p0 , for a given total power pt and
number of CNs n , the more CN power p0 , the higher channel available probability Pa , which
corresponds to the case that SU can use the channel with a higher probability. On the other
hand, the more CN power p0 , the less power for SU, which corresponds to the case that the
average throughput will be less. The objective of cooperation-throughput tradeoff is to identify
the optimal CN power that the achievable throughput for SU is maximized under the
constraints of total power pt and CN number n . The optimization problem can be formulated
as
i


 hps  n 1 1     mp0 
max t2 log 2  1  2   i 0 
e

p0 , ps
 
i !  mp0 



s.t. p0 , ps  0,
.

(9)

t2 ps  nt1 p0  E
In this paper, we mainly focus on the effect of CN number and power on system
performance. For the simplification, we set t1  t2  1 . Thus, we can rewrite the (9) as follows
i


 hps  n 1 1     mp0 
max log 2  1  2   i 0 
e

p0 , ps
 
i !  mp0 



s.t. p0 , ps  0,
,

ps  np0  pt

(10)
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where the total “power” pt is set as pt  E . The optimization problem (10) is general for
arbitrary t1 and t2 since ps and p0 can be replaced by t2 ps and t1 p0 respectively. Accordingly, the
results for the optimization problem (10) can also instruct the general case.
For a given CN number n , we have
i


 h  pt  np0   n 1 1     mp0 


max log 2  1 
e

  i 0 

2
p0
.

i !  mp0 







(11)

s.t. 0  np0  pt
Denote 1  as CN power proportion in the total power. p0  pt  ,  p0  pt . We have
i


n   n 1 1     mpt 




max log 2  1    1     i 0 
e



,
i !  mpt 
  





s.t.   n

(12)

where   hpt  2 .
Theorem 1: Under the constraint of total power for the cooperation and transmission phases,
if the number of CNs is fixed, there exists an optimal CN power which yields the maximum
average throughput for SU.
Proof: We define
n 
 
C  log2  1   1      0 ,
   

(13)

and
i



1     mpt
Pa   i 0 
e
0.
i !  mpt 
It can be verified from (13) (14)that
n 1

(14)

C
n
 2
 0,
  1      n

(15)

and
i 1



i



i 1
i

n 1 
    mpt
n 1    
Pa
  i 1
e

e mpt





i 0

i !  mpt 
 i  1!  mpt 

  i 0

n 2



i   

i 1



e
i !  mpt 

 n 1   

 n  1!  mpt 

n



e


mpt

  i 0

n 1

i   

i 1

e
i !  mpt 




mpt

.

(16)


mpt

0

Hence, the first-order derivative of R is:
R C
P

Pa  C a .
 


Obviously, we have

(17)
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R
0,
 n 

  n  lim C  0  lim
 n

(18)

R
(19)
 0.

From (18), we know that R is an increasing function of  when  approaches n and (19)
means R is a decreasing function when  is large. Hence, there exists a maximum point
of R within interval  n,   , i.e., there exists an optimal cooperative node power which yields
the maximum average throughput for the secondary user [17].
This completes the proof.
Theorem 2: Under the constraint of total power for cooperation and transmission phases,
when the number of CNs is fixed, R is concave for the range of CN power, and the optimal CN
power which yields to the maximum average throughput is unique in this range.
Proof: From (13) and (15), the second-order derivatives are:

    lim Pa  0  lim
 

 

 2C n  2 1     n 

 0,
2
2
 2

1




n






(20)

and
 2 Pa


2

mpt
  i 2

n 1

i

i

  

e
i

2
!
   mpt 
i 2



1    
 i 0 i !  mp  e mpt
 t
n 1




mpt

  i 1

n 1

i 1

  

e
i

1
!
   mpt 
i 1





,

(21)

mpt

Similar to (20), we have
 2 Pa
 0.
 2

(22)

Hence, the second-order derivative of R is
 2 R  2C
 2 Pa
C Pa
(23)

P C
2
 0.
2
2 a
2



 
Form (23), we know that the second-order derivative of R is negative, thus R is concave for
the range of  and it also means that R is concave for the range of P0 . From Theorem 1, we
know that there is the maximum point of R within interval  n,   , and the concavity makes the
maximum point of R to be unique in the interval  n,   . Therefore, the optimal CN power is
unique in this range.
This completes the proof.
Due to the concavity of R , the optimal CN power proportion  can be obtained by efficient
search algorithms, and the optimal CN power will also be obtained.
When the total power for cooperation and transmission is low, the cooperative diversity will
vanish, and the condition of fixed number of CNs will be degenerated. This issue will be
discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2 Optimal CN Number with Fixed CN Power
In this part, we consider the optimization of CN number with the fixed CN power. From (9),
we know that the optimization problem can be formulated as
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i


 hps  n 1 1     mp0 
max log 2  1  2   i 0 
e

n , ps
 
i !  mp0 



,
s.t. n  0, n  Z + ,

(24)

ps  0,
ps  np0  pt
where Z + denotes the nonnegative integers set.
We can rewrite it as
i


 h  pt  np0   n 1 1     mp0 
max log 2  1 
e

  i 0 
n
2
i !  mp0 



 .

(25)

p
s.t. 0  n  t , n  Z+
p0
Based on the Taylor series theory, the channel available probability can be denoted as
i







1   
e mp0 e
i 0 i !  mp  e mp0  1  n!
 0
n 1

0 



n

  
 mp  ,
 0

.

(26)

mp0
The second term is Lagrange remainder of the Taylor series after n terms. We use the
Gamma function to denote the continuous factorial,


n!  (n  1)   x n e x dx .
0

(27)

Thus, we can rewrite the channel available probability Pa with continuous variable n as
below


Pa  1 


n

e e   
.
  n  1  mp0 
mp0

(28)

Theorem 3: Under the constraint of total power for cooperation and transmission phases, if
CN power is fixed, there exists an optimal CN number which yields to the maximum average
throughput for SU.
Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, thus the detail of this proof is omitted.
Theorem 4: For ln  mp0   t , where t within  0, (n  1)' (n  1) , Pa is concave at the
range of n , and t can be obtained by solving  2 Pa n2  0 .
Proof: We can verify from (7) that, second-order derivative of C is
 2C
 2 p02

0.
n 2  pt    pt  np0  2

The second-order derivative of Pa is

(29)
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e e 

2
 Pa
 mp0 

n 2
( n  1)3


mp0
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n



 (n  1)(n  1)''

  
 ln 2 
 ( n  1)( n  1)
 mp0 

.

(30)


  
2( n  1)'2  2ln 
( n  1)( n  1)' 

 mp0 


Notice that for
  
ln 
  0,
 mp0 

(31)

we have


n

2

 2 Pa
mp0     ( n  1) ( n  1)''  2 ( n  1)'
.

e
e
 mp 
n 2
(n  1)3
 0
Based on the characteristic of recursion, we can obtain

(32)

(n  1)(n  1)'' 2(n  1)'2  0 ,

(33)

 2 Pa
 0.
n 2

(34)

   (n  1)'
,
ln 

 mp0  (n  1)

(35)

thus

On the other hand, for

we have


n

  
e e 

2
 Pa
 mp0  (n  1)(n  1)'' (n  1)'2 .(36)



n 2
(n  1)3
Because (n  1) is log-convex for n  0 , thus we can obtain


mp0



(n  1)(n  1)'' (n  1)'2  0 ,

(37)

i.e.,
 2 Pa
(38)
 0.
n 2
Therefore, there exists a point t within  0, (n  1)' (n  1) which makes  2 Pa n2  0 ,
and Pa is concave when ln  mp0   t , i.e.,  mp0  et . t can be calculated by
solving  2 Pa n2  0 as a quadratic equation.
Furthermore, from the above analyses, we have
2 R
 2 Pa
 2C
P C

C

P
2 a
0.
a
2
2
2
n
n
n
n n

(39)
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Therefore, R is concave when  mp0  et . Hence, there is a maximum point of R within the
interval  0, pt p0  .
This completes the proof.
3.3 Optimization without the Constraints of CN Power and Number
In this part, we consider the scenario without the constraints of CN power and number.
Accordingly, the optimization problem can be formulated as
i


 h  pt  np0   n 1 1     mp0 
max log 2  1 
e

  i 0 
n , p0
2
i !  mp0 




.
s.t. n  0, n  Z+ ,

(40)

np0  pt
From preceding analysis, we know that the channel available probability Pa is a function of
CN power p0 and number n . Firstly, we study the channel available probability Pa when the
total cooperation power is fixed. For a given total power pc for cooperation phase, the problem
of maximum channel available probability can be formulated as

 n 1 1   i  mp 
0
max   i 0 

 e
n , p0
i
!
mp
0




.
s.t. n  0, n  Z + ,

(41)

np0  pc
Theorem 5: Without the constraints of power and number of CN, for pt   m , the maximum
average throughput will be obtained at CN number n  1 ; for pt   m and pt is large enough,
the maximum average throughput will be obtained at CN number n   ; otherwise, the
larger throughput for n  1 and n   is the maximum average throughput for SU.
Proof: Similar to the analyses of fixed cooperative node power, we can know the channel
available probability is increasing function of n while mpc   , and is decreasing function
of n for mpc   .
When n   , correspondingly the channel available probability is
1 mpc   , n   , n  Z+
.
(42)
Pa  
0 mpc   , n  , n  Z+
Thus, we can conclude that when the total cooperation power pc can be set more than  m ,
the channel available probability Pa  1 will be obtained at the cooperative node

number n   , meanwhile the total cooperation power pc   m  and the maximum

power for secondary user transmission is pt   m  . When the total cooperation power pc is
less than  m , the maximum channel available probability will be obtained at n  1 due to the
decreasing function, and the maximum average throughput can be calculated from (20).
Therefore, the average throughput for the secondary user can be formulated as


 h  pt   m  
n  , mpc  
 log 2  1 

2



R
.

2
 max  1  e  mpc  log  1  h  pt  pc    n  1, mp  
 2 

c
 pc 
2

 






(43)
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Obviously, for pt   m , the maximum average throughput will be obtained at n  1 due to
the decreasing function; for pt   m , the maximum average throughput for the secondary
user can be formulated as

 h  pt   m  
R  max log 2  1 
,
2






mpc
max  1  e

pc




 h  pt  pc   
 log 2  1 
 
2


 



.

(44)

This completes the proof.

4. Numerical Results
In this section, the Monte Carlo simulations and the theoretical results are derived to validate
the preceding analyses. The Monte Carlo simulations are implemented by MATLAB. The
corresponding parameters are set up as follows: the mean channel gain between CN and ST
is m  10 , and the SNR between ST and SR is   10dB . The SNR-based detection scheme is
used at SU. We are interested in the analysis of different cases mentioned above.

The average throughput for the secondary user (bits/Sec/Hz)

4.1 Optimal CN Power with Fixed CN Number
2
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1
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Fig. 2. The average throughput for SU versus p0 pt . The number of CNs is n  10.
We consider the optimal CN power with fixed number of CNs n  10 . Fig. 2 shows the
average throughput for SU versus p0 pt , where p0 pt means that the power proportion for a
CN. It is seen that for  pt  2 , the maximum average throughput for SU is achieved at the
power proportion of about p0 pt  0.0385 ; for  pt  3 , the maximum average throughput
for SU is achieved at the power proportion of about p0 pt  0.05 . Fig. 3 illustrates the
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The average throughput for the secondary user (bits/Sec/Hz)

relationship between throughput and inverse proportion  . We can calculate the optimal CN
power more simply and accurately by searching  . From Fig. 3, we can see that for
 pt  2 and  pt  3 , the maximum average throughput for SU is achieved at   26 and
  20 , respectively.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the average throughput for SU are concave for the range of CN
power p0 , and the maximum point of R is unique in this range. Furthermore, the simulation
results match to the theoretical results well.
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Fig. 3. The average throughput for SU versus  . The number of CNs is n  10.

4.2 Number Selection with fixed CN Power
In this part, the scenario that the optimal number of CNs with fixed CN power pt p0  60 is
considered. The mean channel gain between CN and ST is m  10 , and the SNR between ST
and SR is   10dB . Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that the discrete simulation results match to the
continuous theoretical results very well. Fig. 4 shows that for ln( mp0 )   '(n  1) (n  1) ,
the maximum throughput will be obtained at n  5 and n  7 while  p0  10 and  p0  20 ,
respectively. For the simplicity, we can see that for ln( mp0 )  0 , i.e.,  p0  10 , the average
throughput for SU R is concave for the continuous number of CNs n , and the maximum point
of R is unique in this continuous range. If the optimal continuous number of CNs falls into this
range, efficient search algorithms can be developed.
Fig. 5 shows the average throughput for ln( mp0 )   '(n  1) (n  1) , where R is not
concave for the whole range of continuous n. For n  nˆ, where n̂ satisfies
 '(nˆ  1) (nˆ  1)  t , R is concave for the range of continuous [nˆ, ) . We notice that the
maximum point of R is unique in this range, and the maximum point is the global maximum
point. Hence, we can search the optimal number from n̂ .
The optimal discrete number of CNs can be calculated from the optimal continuous
number easily. However, the optimal discrete number may not be unique in the discrete range.
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Fig. 4. The average throughput for SU versus the number of CNs n at  p0  10
and  p0  20 , and pt p0  60.
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4.3 Power Allocation and Nodes Selection without CN constraint
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Fig. 6. The average throughput for SU versus p0 pt , and  pt  2.
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Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 demonstrate the case of unfixed CN power and number. For pt   m , the
maximum average throughput will be obtained at n  1 due to the decreasing function. Fig. 6
shows that the maximum average throughput is obtained at log2 (1   (1   mpt )) for n   .
Fig. 7 shows that the maximum average throughput is obtained when the number of CN
is n  1 for pt   m . We can further to validate that when the total power pt is more than a
certain threshold which is a function of  m , the maximum average throughput will be
obtained at log2 (1   (1   mpt )) for n   ; otherwise, the maximum average throughput
is obtained when the number of CN is n  1 .

5. Conclusions
In cognitive radio networks, cooperative spectrum sensing has the potential to improve the
accuracy of spectrum sensing and alleviate the hidden terminal problem. In this paper, we
consider a cognitive radio network with CNs which detect the primary users’ activities and
cooperate with ST at the cooperation phase. A simple handshake between SU and CNs is
proposed without a separate control channel. Then, we formulate the cooperation and
transmission phases, and the problem of designing the power and number of CN in the
cooperation phase to maximize the average throughput for SU under the constraint that the
total cooperation and transmission power, where only mean channel gain is available. We
prove the characteristics of the optimal CN power with fixed number of CNs, and the optimal
CN number with fixed power. The case without constraints of CN power and number is also
considered. Finally, the numerical results show the characteristics and existences of optimal
CN power and number. Meanwhile, Monte Carlo simulation results match to the theoretical
results well.
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